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1. Introduction & Background
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2. Low-Water Levels: Impacts & Adaptation

Trent River & Severn 
Watershed (no information)

Inferences-Great Lakes data:
Water levels are likely to drop 

Stakeholders at T-S Waterway may  be affected

Projected decline in water 
levels: 0.23m to 1.6mIMPACTS

Natural ecosystems

Recreational uses

Power generation

Water supply 

Local economies 

ASSESSING- essential input for  
1. Improving policy-making 
2. Identifying adaptation gaps



Adaptation responses
(Individual & Collective)

3. Methodology Proposed 

Likely current and future 
impacts due to water 

level reductions 
Cottagers &

Homeowners
C-H

Industry & 
Business
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The Government
GOV

Synthetic Climate 
Scenarios (‘what if’)

ONE: 25cm reduction
TWO: 50cm reduction Modified Policy Delphi Survey

*generate different (opposing) ideas
*anonymous, iterative, interactive
*understand commonalities & 
differences (not to analyze a 
policy issue)

Plausible descriptions
BUT NOT concrete predictions

Walker’s GCM scenarios 
to assess the annual 

water flow in the Trent 
River Watershed (9.1 to 

21.9 % by 2050)



Modified Policy Delphi Survey Framework
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Impact 
Themes

Examples C-H GOV I-B

Shoreline
 Exposed shoreline
 Shoreline erosion…

  

Docking
 Difficult dock removal
 High cost repairs…

 

Watercraft
 Difficult boat removal
 Boats stranded out of water



Navigation
 Limited navigation 
 Increased navigation hazard 



Aquatic 
Species

 Exposed spawning beds
 Large fish kills …

 

Water 
Availability

 Water use restrictions
 Low water supply



Power 
Generation

 Loss of hydro generation …

Environment
 Cloudy & warmer water
 Increase in decaying vegetation…

 

Economic 
Activities

 Business decline (Customers leave 
early) 

 Fewer tourists …

4. Identification of  Current Low-water Levels Impacts



Impacts Themes C-H GOV I-B C-H GOV I-B

Aquatic Species      

Docking  x x  x 

Economic Activities x   x  

Environment   x   

Navigation      

Boating      

Recreation      

Tourism x  x x  

Water Availability x  x x  x
Power Generation x x x x  x

4. Low-water Level Impacts on Each Scenario

Scenario 1:
25 cm reduction

Scenario 2:            
50 cm reduction

Individual & Collective

Collective



=

C-H top water uses:  
*Recreation
*Boating/navigation
*Docking
*Marina use

GOV top water uses: 
*Env preservation
*Wildlife & Env   

Management 
*Human Water 

Consumption
*RecreationI-B top water uses:  

*Recreation
*Boating/navigation
*Docking
*Marina use



5. Conclusions

• An initial assessment

• Propose a framework: a modified 
policy Delphi survey with two 
synthetic scenarios

– It can be replicated in other urban/rural 
context to study CC impacts and 
adaptation responses

– Collect stakeholder’s unheard voices 
enabling an equitable, inclusive and 
effective public participation 

Source: Thewaterway.ca



6. Next Steps

• Consider other stakeholders groups 
(i.e., summer camps, anglers, and 
hunters)

• Study the implications of geographic 
location on both the impacts faced and 
the adaptation responses implemented

• Develop an agent-based model to 
analyze  complex interactions among 
stakeholder groups under different 
climate scenarios

Source: Thewaterway.ca

http://www.thewaterway.ca/trent_photo_02.html
http://www.thewaterway.ca/trent_photo_18.html
http://www.thewaterway.ca/trent_photo_23.html
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INTRODUCTION

Scientific research attempts to establish a better knowledge of hazards linked

with the climate change = the approach is very insufficient → resist hazards.

Illustration in the urban context of the South:

- an increasing exposure to destructive hazards because of: (1) significant

urban development and (2) the effects of climate change (rainfall alterations

and their consequences as landslides, etc.)

- local development not planned on the long term

- growth of poverty and social exclusion

→ essential to think about emergency and how to improve crisis management

systems.



1. Why get interested in emergency and crisis in a city of the South?

1.1 Damaged areas and areas at risks

Retrospective analysis of events = differentiate areas: risk areas ≠ hazard

damaged areas

Other damaged

area = area of

emergency: inside

and outside the

risk area →

various areas to

take in account in

emergency



1.2 Resources areas of emergency and crisis management and their vulnerabilities

Damaged
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2. Context and methodology develop to integrate crisis management in urban

preventive planning

2.1 Evolution of risk research

- Uncertainties to predict the real effects of climate change.

- If the scientific production regarding risk can be considered as abundant, it

leads to conclusions which are seldom taken into account by decision makers.

Consequence:

Failures regarding preventive urban planning are significant = impossibility to

eliminate risk → increasingly current concepts of acceptable risk and

uncertainty management



2.2 A scientific cooperation programme about crisis management

Framework of scientific cooperation agreement about the means of copying the

accidents and crises:

- What are the territories at stake in a crisis?

- How to identify them?

- What are the vulnerabilities of the crisis management systems that can be

updated by the spatial approach?



conceptual and methodological consequences 

Essential elements

What one considers important

vulnerability

Possibility of losing

2.3 Development of knowledge and emergency and crisis management tools

how one

could

lose it =

concrete

need for

the

decision

makers.



Spatial approach of emergency management

Vulnerable 

areas

Emergency 

resources

areas

Crisis management



3. Emergency and crisis areas in La Paz

3.1 Identification of vulnerable areas

be affected by a disaster / present

fragilities and have to be helped 1) Population vulnerability

- pop recently established

- pop < 6 years

- pop > 65 years

- pop low educational level

2) Home vulnerability

-adobe walls

-no kitchen

-no phone

-no water supply

-no electricity supply

-no car



Integrating temporality = thinking about adequacy of emergency services

NIGHT (Census data) DAY



3.2 Identification of crisis resources areas

Areas which have essential resources to handle emergency and crisis

COE = Center of  Emergency 

Operation

Actors of  COE = resource 

elements of  emergencies 

management



3.3 Vulnerability analysis of the resource elements of emergency and

crisis management

How can we loss resource 

elements? = vulnerability analysis



3.4 Analysis of the vulnerability of the territory



To develop operational purposes the research programme 

asked:

- What to protect?

- Against what?

-What is the cost?

→ development of  preventive urban planning tools of  

emergency and crisis

CONCLUSION



Thank you!
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